LESS WORK,
MORE WORKDAY
TopBloc is a full-service, 100%
Workday-focused firm whose
mission is to help our customers
improve and optimize their
enterprise with Workday. Whether
you are looking for a partner to
assist with you initial Workday
deployment, a secondary
enhancement, or on-going Workday
support TopBloc can help.

TOPBLOC'S APPROACH

MORE THAN JUST A DEPLOYMENT
At TopBloc, we believe Workday deployments should be catalysts for
businesses to evaluate their current processes and strengthen them. Rather
than simply migrating your old system to Workday, our team will partner with
you to identify areas of improvement while we work together to develop a
system that enables your organization to operate more efficiently.
THE SMARTLOADER
DIFFERENCE
We deliver our customers
tailored solutions through our
unique technology-backed
approach, which was designed to
reduce timelines and eliminate
inefficiencies, enabling clients to
focus on their business while they
gain immediate value from their
new Workday platform.
Our SmartLoader tool allows for
a more agile deployment by
automating historically manual
processes. With SmartLoader,
TopBloc enables clients to focus
more attention on optimizing
solutions – and less time pouring
over spreadsheets.

Our consultants work as an extension of our client’s team to provide customers
with tailored solutions to fit their needs. We are known for:
Innovative, technology-driven methodology
Industry-leading deployment speed
Competitive fixed-time, fixed-fee pricing
Best-in-class advisory services led by consultants with comprehensive
expertise
As a preferred Workday partner, TopBloc works across industries with both
Large and Medium Enterprise firms. We are proud to be recognized as one of
the leading Workday Services Providers since 2018.

OUR SERVICES
Workday Deployments

TopBloc's technology-based
deployment solutions enable
clients to focus on their
business while they gain
incremental value from their
new Workday platform.

600 W Chicago Ave, Suite 275, Chicago, Il 60610

Workday Support

Secondary Deployments

After deployment, you have
full access to our Application
Management Services
offerings, including day-to-day
support and payroll processing
services.

Whether you are looking to
deploy new functionality or
integrations, need support to
manage an acquisition or
divestiture, or have any other
optimization project needs, our
expert team is here help.

team@topbloc.com

www.topbloc.com

